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Upon delivery
Instructions: Immediately upon receiving, check to ensure that 
the delivery is complete and that nothing is damaged. 
Report any transport damage immediately. 

A. Main line

B. Inlet with shut-off valve

C. Treatment chamber

D. Return with shut-off valve
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General Safety Instructions 

■  NoXygen is designed for stationary operation; it is not 
meant for mobile system operation. The stipulated warranty 
period applies only to a maximum of 10,000 degassing inter-
vals per year.
Installation must be done in accordance with national regula-
tions. Installation must be done by professionals and specially 
trained staff. Information on the manufacturer, year of manu-
facture, serial number and technical data can be read on the 
data plate affixed to the NoXygen unit.

Take measures for temperature and pressure fusing in the 
system so that the stated, allowable maximum and minimum 
operating parameters are not exceeded or undercut, respec-
tively. NoXygen must only be used in systems for containing 
toxin-free water.

Prior to maintenance work, the wall plug 
must be removed from the socket or the 
circuit breaker must be switched off.

IMPORTANT!
Systems using expansion vessels and pressurised expansion vessels
When operating NoXygen, there must be 6 litres of free expansion volume in the system. Without this, the 
pressure in the system will increase and the system safety valve may release fluid in order to reduce the 
pressure. If this occurs, the system’s expansion vessel like has the wrong input pressure or there is too 
little room for expansion and it needs to be replaced with a larger expansion vessel.
Rule of thumb: The input pressure must be 70% of the system pressure.
NOTE: The pressure at the safety valve opening should be 30% of the system pressure.

Systems using pressure maintenance systems with compressors or pumps
Systems with pressure maintenance vessels/compressor vessels for expansion can begin to work intermit-
tently with the degasser, i.e., the expansion vessel empties and fills according to NoXygen's cycles. A surge 
vessel measuring 30-50 litres should be installed in connection with the pump expansion. (See the image 
below). The reason why this happens is that the nominal value between the opening and the magnetic valve 
and the pump switch is too narrow.Then check the system pressure and system height so that the correct 
system pressure is set and then give the nominal value a larger pan.

System Pressure and Filling of System Fluid
As gasses are removed from the system fluid, the fluid 
decreases in volume and the pressure within the system 
is reduced. Therefore it is important to monitor the  
system pressure and to add more system fluid when  
necessary. A high gas content and continuous operation of NoXygen can result in the system pressure fal-
ling very quickly. An initial inspection is therefore recommended after only 24 hours of operation 

System pressure
System pressure = system height (m) + 5 m.

Example
System height = 5m + 5m => 1 bar of system pressure

Expansion  Vessel

Int. 3/4”
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Driftindikering

a

a)  NC, sluten vid drift

Installation
Pipe connection
NoXygen is fitted with a ½” internally threaded connection.
The connection is made with a steel-braided hose to system’s return 
conduit in front of the pump and exchanger.

Connection to the system must always be made to the upper side of 
the pipe unless a Mag 76 filter is installed in front of NoXygen on the 
incoming conduit. The distance between connection points shall be 
at least 300 mm (Fig. 1 och 2).

Drip Tray
The drip tray’s ½” connection is connected to the floor drain  (Fig. 3).

Floor Installation
Adjust the adjusting screw to NoXygen’s feet so that it stands verti-
cally  (Fig. 4).

Electrical Connection
NoXygen is connected by plugging in the wall plug to an earthed 
socket 1-230 V, 50 Hz Alternatively, it can be connected to a fixed 
earthed connection with a circuit breaker. The electrical unit should 
be equipped with a residual current device.

Connection to External Monitoring (DUC) 
Connection is made to a floating alternating contact at the terminal 
block located on the right-hand side (Fig. 5). NoXygen indicates on the 
control panel when it is in operational mode (green lamp is lit) .

Technical Data
RSK ........................................................... 484 26 29

System pressure standard, total pressure

at the connection point, max.: ................... 5 bar

Allowable operational temperature: ............ 0-70 °C

Ambient temperature:  ............................... 0-40 °C

Allowable fluids:  Water, ethylene glycol, 
    Water + glycol, max. 30 vol. %
   Kilfrost max 30 vol%
Pressure classification: ............................. PN10

Capacity, treated fluid: .............................. 400 l/h

Connection dimension: ............................. DN15

Electrical data: .......................................... 1~230 V, 50 Hz

External fuse:  ........................................... 10 A

Nominal power: ........................................ 0,75 kW  

Nominal current: ....................................... 4,9 A

Protective class: ....................................... IP44

Alarm output, max load: ........................... 24 V, 1,0 A

Sound level: .............................................. 62 dB

Weight: ..................................................... 26 kg

                       
                   NoXygen is environmentally assessed.

Adjust the adjusting screws at the floor 
Installation.

Fig. 4

Fig. 3

Fig. 5

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1
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Operation Indicator

a) NC, closed during operation
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Display

MOVEO

MOVEO

MOVEO MOVEO

Pint
0

Softw  2.10
17-05-15

Softw  2.10  
Toperat   1

Softw  2.10  
Tmanoperat 1d

MOVEO

MOVEO

Softw  2.10 
Tstart  13:00

Softw  2.10 
Days left 31

MOVEO

Red LED indicates 
alarm.

Green LED indicates 
that the unit is in 
operation.

Enter.

NoXygen 
Softw 2.10

Arrows right/left, 
up/down.

Use of Display Buttons
The ENTER button is used in order to:

- start and stop NoXygen (Start? Or Stop? is shown on  
 the display).

- confirm the set nominal value (setting of the nominal value,  
 see under the ARROWS below).

- go back to starting page on the display. If Start? Or Stop?  
 can be seen on the display when returning to the menu,  
 press on an arrow button.

ARROWS

-  the up and down arrows are pushed simultaneously in  
 order to get to the menu for setting the nominal value  
 (Settings on the display).

- Press the right or left arrow until the value to be modified  
 is shown on the display.

- Press the up and down arrows simultaneously again and  
 adjust the nominal values with the up or down arrow  
 (the value to modify blinks on the display).

- Confirm with ENTER.

Explanation of texts on the display:
Tstart The time when NoXygen shall start in timer operation.

Toperat How many hours shall NoXygen run in time operation.

Days left How many days remain until timer operation.

Tmanoperat How many months shall NoXygen run  
before switching to timer operation.

Factory Reset:
• Unplug the unit. When in a non-powered state, press the left  
 and down arrows simultaneously as you reconnect the plug.

• Hold until “OFF NOW” is shown on the display.

• Release the arrows and unplug the unit again.

• Reconnect NoXygen with the contact.

• NoXygen is now factory reset.
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1. Menu for setting of nominal value:

2. Search value to be changed:

3. Menu for changing of nominal value:

4. Set the new nominal value:  

5. Lock nominal value:

Up or down 

2X to get to the 
main menu 

Up/down  
simultaneously

Up/down  
simultaneously
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MOVEO

Softw  2.10  
Tstart 13:00

MOVEO

Softw 2.10 
Tmanoperat  1d

5:2

MOVEO

Softw 2.10  
Tmanoperat 0d

5:1

Actuation and Measures Prior  
to Commissioning
1. Connect inlet and return and open the shut-off valves.

2. Connect the plug.

Operation
1. Start NoXygen
 Press Enter twice to start NoXygen. A green LED lights 

up on the panel. NoXygen now starts, but since
 it works in cycles, it begins with a pause of 45 seconds 

before the pump starts. If no other settings are made, 
NoXygen will run continuously for one month and then 
automatically switch to Timer operation and run for one 
hour per day starting at 1 pm. (Fig. 3).

2.  Timer Operation
In order for NoXygen to run on timer operation, Tmano-
perat as seen in Figure 5:1 must be set to 0 days, or 
else NoXygen will run continuously for the number of 
days that are set and then switch over to timer opera-
tion.

 To choose the desired starting and operating time, 
press the right arrow until “Tstart” is shown in the dis-
play (Fig. 4:1). 

 Start times 9 am-1 pm and 7 pm can be selected. 
Operating times of between 1 and 8 hours can be 
chosen along with the selected starting time. Press the 
right arrow until “Toperat” is shown on the display. Set 
how many hours NoXygen is to be run in timer  
operation. (Fig. 4:1, 4:2).

3. Continual Operation
To choose the desired time for continuous operation, 
press the right arrow until “Tmanoperat is shown in 
the display (Figure 4:1). Then press the up and down 
arrows simultaneously and then set the number of days 
(max 90 days) that NoXygen is to run in continuous 
operation before it switches over to timer operation. 
(Fig. 5:1, 5:2).

MOVEO

Start?

3

MOVEO

Softw 2.10  
Toperat   1

4:1 4:2

Maintenance
At least twice per year, a general review should be done, 
in which function and tightness are inspected. Verify that 
an under-pressure is created during operation.
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MAG 76
TTM Mag 76 is an effective magnetite 
trap combined with particle filters. 
The device is intended primarily to 
be installed together with the TTM 
NoXygen Degasser®, but it can also 
be used in applications without de-
gassing.

As the gas concentration in a system 
fluid falls, it is common for magnetite 
and other deposits to be removed 
from the interior walls of the system. 
These cause wear and tear to inter 
alia pumps and pipe walls and can 
therefore clog the system.

The recommendation is to install 
Mag76 along with NoXygen®. It is 
especially important to install Mag 76 
when it is known that magnetite or 
other particles in the system fluid.

Mag 76 effectively removes magnetite 
and other particulars from the system 
fluid, which results in:

• Fewer operating interruptions
Magnetite clogs valves and other 
devices and can also make wet 
pumps to stick together when they 
are shut off.

• Longer lifetime of the system
Magnetite and other particles have a 
grinding effect that wears away at the 
system. The magnetite is magnetic 
and is attracted to the magnetic field 
in pumps, where it wears away at axle 
seals, for example, which often results 
in leakage.

• Protects the degasser
In systems with high occurrences 
of particulars, Mag 76 prevents the 
degassing process from being di-
minished due to the clogging of the 
degasser.

Mag 76  RSK 564 13 87

TTM Offset   RSK 553 52 58

TTM Offset
TTM Offset is a surge vessel used  
together with NoXygen® in heating/
cooling and the recycling systems 
that are sensitive to pressure va-
riations, e.g., systems with pump 
expansions.

TTMOffset prevents the pump expan-
sion system turning on and off and 
generating noise in the system on the 
premises. It can also contribute to 
longer durability in the pump expan-
sion system, as it is not switched on 
quite as often.

TTM Offset is equipped with a control 
valve that is used as a shut-off and 
drain valve upon inspection and ad-
justment of the pressure in the surge 
vessel.

Expansion  Vessel

Int. 3/4”
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Troubleshooting
Problem Cause Measure

Green LED does not light. No current is reaching 
NoXygen or it is not in 
operational mode.

Make sure that NoXygen is receiving current.

Make sure that NoXygen is in operational mode.

NoXygen does not begin. The system pressure is 
lower than 0.7 bar.

Raise the pressure system 0.8 bar.

No current to the NoXygen con-
trol panel.

No voltage feed to the 
NoXygen control panel.

Electrical outlet for feed to NoXygen lacks voltage. 
Change the fuse to the NoXygen feed (max 10 A).

Underpressure not generated in 
NoXygen.

Air in the pump.

Flow in the outlet obstruc-
ted.

The filter on the inlet side 
is clogged (model with 
Mag 76).

Vent the pump.

Check that the shut-off valves for the inlet and outlet 
are open and nothing else is blocking in the flow in 
and out from NoXygen.

Check/clean the Mag76 filter on the input conduit.

Underpressure not generated in 
NoXygen.

Parameters in the settings 
on the control panel are 
incorrectly set.

1. Turn off the current to NoXygen.
2. When in a non-powered state, press the left and 
down arrows on the control panel  simultaneously as 
you turn the power back on.
3. Hold the left arrow and arrow down until “OFF 
NOW” is shown in the display.
4. Release the arrows and break the current again.
5. Reconnect the current to NoXygen again.

Wish to restore NoXygen's factory 
settings.

Fault in the safety valve.

There is no free expansion 
volume in the system.

Check the system pressure. Check the safety valve. 
(The pressure at the safety valve opening should be 
30% of the system pressure). Install an Offset surge 
vessel. See instructions on page 2.

NoXygen requires 6 litres of expansion space. Install 
an Offset surge vessel at the pressure maintenance 
vessel; see instructions on page 2.

The device’s safety valve releases 
the system fluid.

The nominal value bet-
ween the switch on the 
magnetic valve and the 
pump is too narrowly set 
on the pressure.

There is no free expansion 
volume in the system.

Increase the nominal value between the magnetic 
valve and the pump switch.

Install an Offset surge vessel at the pressure 
maintenance vessel; see instructions on page 2.
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